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In facts and figures

56% have
been in YEP
less than a
year

47% are
between the
ages of 25-30

44% of
YEPs work
in energy
supply

Reaching new audiences...

The right demographic...

A broad mix of careers...

This is a good sign and
shows we are continuing to
encourage new YEPs to sign
up to the Forum.

Our Forum is targeting those
new to the industry, this figure
shows we have the right ages
within the Forum.

Our Forum has a broad
mixture of careers with the
majority working in an energy
supply business.

69%

want more
networking
events

56% want

more industry
leader panel
events

49% are
based in
London

More networking...

Improving our events...

Not just London..

More of the members have
placed a greater emphasis
on wanting opportunities to
network.

We hold a number of panel
events, it was clear from the
survey, these remain popular
for YEPs to attend.

Whilst the majority of YEPs
surveyed are in London, we
need to ensure not all events
are based there.
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How well is the Forum doing currently?
Respondents were asked against the below statements, how well the YEP Forum meets those needs out of
five. The average from all respondents is below.

The YEP Forum
provides opporunities
to network at events

The YEP Forum
provides access to
industry leaders &
knowledge sharing

The YEP Forum
provides opportunities
to showcase &
recognise your work

4.12

3.84

3.58

A good Forum to network in...

Providing access to industry...

Improving recognition...

Respondents view the Forum
as very good at providing
opportunities to network. 38%
listed it as 5/5.

These results show the Forum
is good at providing access to
industry leaders.

Whilst the YEP Awards provide a
platform to recognise each other
annually, more can be done.

What do you value most about your YEP membership?
Our respondents value what
we offer...
Respondents want to be able
to network primarily. However
having access to industry leaders,
being part of a supportive
environment and showcasing your
organisations role was also valued
highly.

Networking
opportunities

Being part of
a supportive
environment

Access to industry
leaders discussing
energy
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Improvement is needed...

65%

38%

9%

Less attendance...

Chance for involvement..

More social...

A large majority of
respondents haven’t
attended an event in the
last nine months.

A good proportion of
respondents are interested
in being more involved with
the Forum.

A very small number
preferred Twitter for YEP to
engage with. Compared to
89% for email.

What topics should we focus on?
A clear direction for future events...
EVs

Energy policy
Future Energy Scenarios

Respondents made a clear indication towards being
interested in events which focus on arguably the most
topical topics at this point in time.
These are all heavily publicised currently, therefore it
should be noted, these are likely to vary significantly
dependent on what is occuring within the energy
industry.

“It’s great to
be given the
opportunities to get
out into the industry
and meet new
people share new
experiences and
learn new things.”
“Possibly doing more
webinars on hot topics
to increase frequency
of sessions and reduce
need for travel to make
them inclusive to a wider
network.”

“I think that it would
be useful to have more
workshop type events or
panel discussions made up
of Young Professionals to
find out about what other
YEP members are doing,
rather than just hearing from
industry leaders (although I
do find presentations from
industry leaders’ useful and
informative).”

“The evening events
I have attended have
been well organised
and provided great
opportunities to learn
more about the Energy
Industry, however, I would
be interested in attending
more of these events (in
London).”

“I joined YEP to meet like
minded people, who are
going through the industry
at the same time as me.
Others who can share
their knowledge with you
and you with them.”

“Hold events further afield
to allow easier access
for participants in the
North. Also cater more for
those working upstream
in power generation
and related engineering
operations.”

“It’s great that YEP is listening to the concerns and
views of its members in order to better place itself at
the heart of the industry.”

55

Responses

79%

Completed
on PC &
Laptops

7mins

Average
time to
complete

53%

Can’t attend
events due
to work
conflicts

56%

Male
respondents

Young Energy
Professionals Forum

This survey took place from
20.09.17 - 06.11.17

